We believe that, to manage Web data effectively, there is a need to build a data warehouse of Web data, i.e. a Web warehouse. In this paper, we focus on how to represent and store relevant hyperlinked Web documents effectively in a Web warehouse called WHOWEDA (WareHouse Of WEb DAta) for further querying and manipulation. We present a simple and general model for representing metadata, structure and content of Web documents and hyperlinks in WHOWEDA. We discuss node and link objects which are used to represent Web documents and hyperlinks respectively in WHOWEDA. These objects are first class objects in our data model called WHOM (WareHouse Object Model) which is designed to represent and manipulate Web data in the warehouse. An important feature of our model is that it represents metadata, content and structure as trees called node and link metadata trees, and node and link data trees.
INTRODUCTION
The growth of the Internet has dramatically changed the way in which information is managed and accessed. What makes the Web so exciting is its potential to transcend geography to bring information on a myriad of topics directly to the desktop. Today, much of the existing data in relational or other databases is also represented in the form of HTML and XML documents.
The increasing trend of availability of commercial data on the Web has given rise to the need to analyze and manipulate these data to support corporate decision making. Therefore, applications must be able to harness and analyze Web data. Moreover, the advent of mobile computing also has an enduring effect on the Web. The global nature of the Web and the germination of mobile users has given rise to the problem of how location-dependent Web information can be provided to mobile users. The above needs have also increased the importance of building Web data repositories that support historical Web data (past versions). Gone are the days when a user is only interested in current snapshots of data. Similar to traditional database systems, the necessity to exploit historical Web data has multiplied. The continuous dumping of data on the Web by different organizations necessitates analysis of these data by looking across broad vistas of data to detect trends etc.
Yet without any consistent organization, the Web is growing increasingly chaotic. Hence, to address these problems traditional information retrieval techniques have been applied to the document collection on the Internet and a panoply of search engines and tools have been proposed and implemented. The objectives of such techniques have been more focused on browsing, navigating from one node to another, keyword-based searches and resource discovery from a collection of hyperlinked documents. Such techniques are sometimes time-consuming, laborious and the results obtained may be unsatisfactory. In [1] , Zaiane demonstrates some of the inefficiency and inadequacy of the information retrieval technology applied on the Internet. Hence, we believe that there is a need to build a source that is rich in useful information sought after by Web users for decision making. This led us to build a data warehousing system for Web data called WHOWEDA (WareHouse Of WEb DAta). Specifically, we study the Web data management problem from a database perspective (data model and query facility) and emphasize the fact that Web data necessitates a change in the underlying data model and the query facility system. For further details on the motivation and architecture of WHOWEDA refer to [2] .
WHOM-the data model of WHOWEDA
In a data warehouse designed for Web information it is imperative to represent and store these relevant hyperlinked documents effectively for further querying and manipulation. WareHouse Object Model (WHOM) [2, 3] serves as the basic data model for our Web warehousing system. WHOM consists of two components: a set of Web objects and a set of Web operators. WHOM defines the logical structure of a set of objects in a Web warehouse and the way these objects are accessed and manipulated.
Informally, the Web warehouse can be conceived of as a collection of Web tables. A set of Web tuples is called a Web table. A Web tuple is a set of directed graphs each consisting
Overview
The node and link objects specify how Web documents and hyperlinks between Web documents are represented using objects. A node object is an instance of Node type. A Node type consists of a name, a set of node metadata attributes and a set of node structural attributes. In WHOM a Web document is represented as a node object (hereafter referred to as node for brevity). Intuitively, a node represents the metadata associated with a Web document and the content and structure of the document. Note that by a Web document we mean HTML or XML documents excluding the hyperlinks embedded in these documents. Specifically a node consists of two components: a set of node metadata trees to represent metadata associated with Web documents and a node data tree to represent the content and structure of Web documents. A node metadata tree is an instance of a node metadata attribute. A node data tree is a set of node structural objects satisfying certain dependency constraints. The node structural objects are instances of the set of node structural attributes.
A link object is an instance of Link type. A link represents the content, structure and metadata associated with a hyperlink between two Web documents. A Link type consists of a name, a set of link metadata attributes, a set of link structural attributes and a reference identifier. A link consists of three components: a set of link metadata trees, a link data tree and a unique reference identifier. Similar to a node, the link metadata trees and the link data tree represent the metadata associated with a hyperlink and the content and structure of the hyperlink, respectively. A link metadata tree is an instance of a link metadata attribute. A link data tree, on the other hand, is a collection of link structural objects and dependency constraints. The link structural objects are instances of link structural attributes. The reference identifier is used to associate the location of links in a particular Web document or node. Informally, one can think of a location as a portion of a document or a position in it. Observe that although a hyperlink is embedded in a Web document, we logically separate hyperlinks from Web documents while modeling in WHOM. Thus, a node represents a document excluding the hyperlinks embedded in it and a link represents a hyperlink embedded in a Web page [7] .
Paper organization
We organize our discussion as follows. In Section 2 we elaborate on the modeling of metadata attributes associated with Web documents and hyperlinks. In particular, we discuss the node metadata attribute and link metadata attribute components associated with Node type and Link type. Within this context, we discuss the instances of node and link metadata attributes, i.e. node and link metadata trees, respectively. Sections 3-6 discuss the node and link structural attributes. Section 3 explores the modeling of structure and textual content of Web documents. Specifically, we elaborate on the node structural attributes that are used to represent structure and content of Web documents. In Section 4 we present in detail instances of node structural attributes, i.e. the node data tree. In this section, we investigate the features, components and properties of a node data tree generated from HTML and XML documents. The next section discusses the link structural attributes to represent structure and content of hyperlinks and its reference identifier. Section 6 discusses instances of link structural attributes, i.e. the link data tree. Similar to the node data tree, in this section we explore the features, components and properties of the link data tree for HTML and XML data. Finally, Section 7 formally presents the node and link objects. We also discuss an overview of storage and indexing techniques. We discuss related research in modeling Web data in Section 8. In the last section we summarize this paper.
REPRESENTING METADATA OF WEB DOCUMENTS AND HYPERLINKS
In this section, we discuss the modeling of metadata information associated with Web documents and hyperlinks. Specifically, we elaborate on the node metadata attributes and link metadata attributes components in Node type and Link type, respectively. We begin by identifying the metadata associated with HTML and XML documents.
Metadata associated with HTML and XML documents
Currently, an HTML or XML document may have the following metadata. Note that some of these metadata can be hierarchical. That is, they can be further decomposed into metadata having finer granularity. • At the highest level of abstraction, every Web document is identified by its URL. The URL can be decomposed to host-name, domain name, protocol, path, file name and geographical location.
• Web servers provide some additional information such as the format, size (in bytes) and the date of last modification of the document. Note that the metadata date can be further decomposed to month, monthdate, year, day and time.
• The META element in an HTML document may contain information about the author of the document.
Similarly, a hyperlink in a Web document may have the following metadata:
• source URL or the URL of the Web document containing the link; • target URL or URL of the referred document;
• Type of hyperlink or link type. Note that in order to study the topology of the Web we will sometimes want to make a distinction between the links that point within the same document where they appear, to another document stored at the same site or to a document on a remote server. This is expressed by the following values of the link type object: interior 3 , local or global [8] , respectively.
Note that similar to the URL of a Web document, the source URL and target URL can be further decomposed into metadata having finer granularity.
Node metadata attributes
To facilitate metadata queries on Web documents in our Web warehouse we introduce the data type node meta-attribute. Node metadata attributes are used to capture the metadata information associated with Web documents (excluding hyperlinks).
Each attribute may either be atomic or it may be complex. That is a meta-attribute may consist of another level of meta-attribute components. For instance, the node metaattribute URL can further be decomposed to server, port, protocol, path and file name. The attribute server can further be decomposed to name, domain name and geo location. Similarly, the meta-attribute date of last modification can be further divided to month, year, day, month-date and time. The attribute author can also be composed of first name and last name. On the other hand, the attribute size is atomic as it cannot be further decomposed. For simplicity, we assume all attributes to be character strings, i.e. their domain is where is the ASCII character set. Figures 1a-c depict the atomic and complex metadata attributes associated with a Web document. Note that the attributes URL, date and size are always associated with a Web document. However, the attribute author may not appear in all documents. 
Node metadata tree (NMT)-an instance of a node meta-attribute
An instance of a node meta-attribute corresponds to the value of a meta-attribute associated with a Web document. An instance of a node meta-attribute can be represented by a tree called node metadata tree where the internal vertices of the tree are meta-attribute names and the leaf vertices are values of metadata attributes. We elaborate this with an example. Consider the Web page in Figure 2a . The URL and last modification date of this page as of this writing is http://www.ninds.nih.gov/patients/Disord er/Alexander/Alexander.htm and Thursday, 15th July, 1999, 04:50:53, respectively. Furthermore, the size of the document is 10761K. The URL is a complex meta-attribute and contains the following attribute/value pairs:
(protocol, "http"), (server, "www.ninds.nih.gov"), (path, "patients/Disorder/Alexander/") and (filename, "Alexander.htm"). The attribute server further contains the following sub-attribute/value pairs: (name, "www.ninds.nih") and (domain name, "gov").
Observe that the attributes port and geographical location do not have any value assigned to them. Similarly, the attribute date is composed of the following attribute/value pairs: (day, "Thursday"), (month-date, "15"), (month, "July"), (year, "1999") and (time, "04:50:53"). The attribute size, on the other hand is an atomic attribute and has a value equal to 10761K. Thus, these attributes can be represented as a set of trees as depicted in Figure 3 . We now define a node metadata tree formally. • V nmt is a finite set of vertices and 
Reconsider the metadata attribute URL of the Web page in Figure 2 . By Definition 1, we can say that the value of URL can be represented by a NMT as shown in Figure 3a where the labels of the set of internal vertices are 'URL', 'protocol', 'server', 'port', 'filename', 'path', 'name', 'domain name' and 'geographical location'. The leaf vertices of the NMT contain the fragments of the URL, i.e. 'http', 'www.ninds.nih', 'gov', 'patients/Disorder/Alexander' and 'Alexander.htm'.
Link metadata attributes
Similar to the node-metadata attributes, the metadata information associated with hyperlinks (such as link type, source URL, target URL etc.) is represented using link metadata attributes data type. Each attribute can be atomic or it may be complex. For instance, the link metaattribute source URL or target URL can further be decomposed to server, port, protocol, path and file name. However, the attribute link type is atomic and can have any one of the following values: local, global and interior [9] . Naively, it may seem that the attributes source URL and target URL are superfluous since we are already representing the URL of Web documents containing the hyperlink in node metadata attributes. However, as we logically represent the hyperlinks separately from the Web document it is necessary to include the source URL and target URL attributes in order to preserve the correlation between the Web document and its hyperlinks.
Link metadata tree-an instance of a link meta-attribute
Analogous to the node metadata attributes, an instance of a link meta-attribute corresponds to the link metadata attribute/value pair of a hyperlink. Similar to a NMT, an instance of a link meta-attribute can be represented by a tree called link metadata tree, where the internal vertices of the tree are meta-attribute names of hyperlinks and the leaf vertices of the tree are values of metadata attributes. To elaborate further, consider the hyperlink "What is Alexander Disease?" in the Web page depicted in Figure 2a . This link is an interior link as it points to a location in the same Web page in Figure 2a containing information about the description of Alexander disease. Hence, the values of the metadata attributes source URL and target URL are identical and are equal to the URL of the Web page, i.e. http://www.ninds.nih.gov/patients/Dis order/Alexander/Alexander.htm. Moreover, the value of the attribute link type is 'interior' in this case. Note that, similar to the attribute URL in the node metadata tree, the attributes source URL and target URL and their values can be visualized as trees. Figure 4 depicts the set of link metadata trees for this hyperlink. Similarly, Figure 5 depicts the set of link metadata trees for the hyperlink "all RxList source URL "www.rxlist" "com" " " "about.htm"
An instance of some of the link metadata attributes for the HTML data in Figure 6 . monographs (nearly 300 of them)" in the Web page at www.rxlist.com/about.htm ( Figure 6 ). Observe that the NMTs of the attributes url, date and size are always associated with a Web document. Thus, the number of NMTs for a specified Web document is always at least three. Similarly, the LMTs of the attributes source URL, target URL and link type are always associated with a hyperlink. Thus, the number of LMTs for any hyperlink is at least three. 
REPRESENTING STRUCTURE AND CONTENTS OF WEB DOCUMENTS
In the preceding section, we have described how to represent metadata associated with Web documents and hyperlinks. We now discuss the representation of content and structure of Web documents. To achieve this objective, we present the node structural attributes associated with a Node type. Note that to realize the full potential of our Web warehouse it is imperative to query and manipulate the content as well as the structure of the Web documents.
Issues for modeling structure and content
Node structural attributes is an approach for extracting the structures and content of Web data embedded within an HTML or XML document D assuming that D is written in compliance with the HTML and XML specifications, respectively [6] . Note that erroneous HTML or XML documents (documents which are not well-formed) are excluded from our consideration. We first discuss some issues, which we have considered while modeling content and structure of Web documents in the form of node structural attributes.
Modeling tags and tagless data
An HTML or XML document consists of text, which defines the content of the document, and tags, which define the structure and appearance (for HTML only) of the document. For XML, the tags are used only for specifying the structure of the document but not for the appearance of the document. The tags and content are collectively referred to as HTML or XML elements. A typical HTML or XML element is delimited by its start-tag and end-tag, and contains contents that appears between the start-and end-tags. Tags in both HTML and XML are text strings enclosed in angle brackets: <abc>, and they are directives to the application reading in the HTML and XML document. Note that for some HTML elements, either their end-tags are implicit or their contents do not exist. The role of some elements is to define the block structure of the data contents, i.e. the hierarchy of the data contents. Other elements like HR, FONT, BR etc. either declare the formatting style of the data contents or do not have data contents at all. These elements are used for appearance purposes and are not considered relevant from the perspective of the Web warehouse. We call such tags noisy tags and ignore them in WHOM. However, as none of the user-defined tags in XML are used for formatting purposes, we consider all XML tags in WHOM. The node structural attribute must be able to represent these tags and tagless segments of data.
Modeling hierarchical structure
The content of a well-formed HTML or XML elements is hierarchical in nature. That is the content of an HTML or XML element may consist of another level of HTML or XML elements. Note that there is precisely one element (the root/ or document element) for which neither the start-nor the end-tag is inside any other element. All other elements nest within each other correctly. For instance, consider the HTML data in Figure 6 . The tag <TITLE> is a start-tag with name TITLE and an empty set of attributes. The data content between this tag is a string 'About RxList -The Internet Drug Index'. The tag <TITLE> is contained in the tag <HEAD> which itself is contained in <HTML>. Similarly, consider the XML data in Figure 7 . The tag <name> of a company is contained in the <company> tag which is contained in the <manufacturers> tag. Moreover, note that the elements with tag names <HTML> and <manufacturers> in the HTML and XML data are the root elements. That is all other elements are inside these elements. Node structural attributes must be able to model the hierarchical structure of Web documents.
Attribute/value pairs associated with tags
A tag in a Web document may also contain a set of attribute/value pairs for passing along extra information about the element to an automated processor. Specifically, some of the tag attributes in HTML documents are used for formatting and appearance purposes. For example, attributes like bgcolor, vlink, valign etc. are used for specifying the cosmetic style of the document. In WHOM, we ignore these attributes as they do not provide useful structural or textual information. Moreover, we also ignore attributes related to executable content of HTML documents (such as method etc.) since these attributes are beyond the scope of this work. However, some HTML tag attributes provide useful information. For example, the attribute href associated with the anchor tag <A> specifies the URL of the target document. Similarly, the attribute alt associated with the <IMG> tag specifies the textual representation of the image. This information is useful in the context of the Web warehouse. Node structural attributes must be able to represent these useful attributes. For XML data, attributes associated with XML tags may provide useful extra information. For example, consider the XML data in Figure 7 . The tag <company id = c12356> is an example of a start-tag where the name of the tag is company and the attribute/value pair of the tag contains the attribute id having value equal to c12356. 'id' is an identifier and has relevance only to a central database.
It should not be a part of the visible content of XML data, but it may prove useful to a database, allowing it to connect to the original source and collect more information. Thus modeling attributes associated with a tag in our data model provides us with the opportunity to enhance the querying and analysis capabilities of WHOM. 
Order of text
Because HTML and XML documents represent textual documents, they always have implicit order-order that may or may not be relevant but is nonetheless unavoidable in a textual representation. Thus, it is necessary to preserve the order of the textual components of the documents while representing the structure and content of Web documents.
Location information of a portion of tagless data
Since Web documents are basically streams of ordered text, while extracting their structure and content it is necessary to maintain the location information of portions of tagless data with respect to the actual document. Note that once a Web document is mapped to instances of node structural attributes, the location information of a portion of text with respect to another may be lost. We elaborate this with some examples. Consider the Web page in Figure 2 . The source code of this page is shown in the screen shot Figure 2b . The word 'leukodystrophies' is embedded in a paragraph that describes the 'Alexander disease'. From the structural perspective, observe that this keyword is emphasized by the tags <b> and <i> in the Web document. Disregarding the details of the structural representation of Web documents using the node data tree (NDT) for the moment, a portion of the structure of the Web page involving this keyword is depicted in Figure 8 . Observe that the leaf vertices (identified by the vertices w77 and w78 in Figure 8 ) represent the tagless data of this paragraph. However, they do not express the position of the word 'leukodystrophies' in the segment 'Alexander disease . . . genetic disorder . . . course of progression'. This location information may serve an important purpose: suppose we wish to identify all documents in which the keywords 'genetic disorder' and 'leukodystrophies' are not separated by more than four words (the intention is to identify genetic disorders of type 'leukodystrophies'; Alexander disease is one such disorder). Without location information of 'leukodystrophies', i.e. location of vertex w77 in the paragraph represented by the vertex w78, it is not possible to evaluate the condition correctly from the structural representation of the document in Figure 2 . Typically, 'leukodystrophies' is located after the 24th word in the paragraph identified by the vertex w78. In WHOM, we should be able to represent such location information of tagless segments of data.
Naively, one may consider ignoring the tags <b>, <i> while extracting structural information from HTML documents so that the specified paragraph can be represented simply as shown in Figure 8b . However, in HTML documents the tags <b>, <i> etc. are often used to emphasize certain information in the documents which is considered to be relatively more important for retrieval than the rest of the text [10] . For instance, the emphasis on the keyword 'leukodystrophies' is due to the fact that the disease 'Alexander Disease' falls under the category of the genetic disorder called 'leukodystrophies'. So we cannot ignore this information when representing the tags used for emphasizing textual data in HTML documents.
In the next section, we discuss the components of a node structural attribute and show how the above issues are modeled in WHOM.
Node structural attributes
A node structural attribute consists of the following components.
• Name: the name is a finite (possibly empty) set of character data corresponding to the name of the HTML or XML start-tag. The name attribute of node structural attributes includes all tag names associated with Web documents excluding the name of the tags used to represent hyperlinks in Web documents. For HTML documents, the name attribute can have any value which is a name of a valid HTML tag except the noisy tags. We will be elaborating on valid HTML tags in Section 4.3.
• Attribute list: this is a finite (possibly empty) set of attributes associated with the tag. The attributes are always strings. Recall that it is necessary to consider attributes associated with a tag to exploit analysis of extra Web information.
• Content: the content between the start-and endtag. It is a finite (possibly empty) set of character data and/or it may contain data of node structural attributes type.
Observe that this attribute models the textual content of Web documents and its hierarchical structure.
• Identifier: a non-empty string which uniquely identifies an object of node structural attributes type.
• Location attribute: this attribute is used to specify the location of a portion of tagless data as discussed in the previous section. It is represented by a tuple (location identifier, position) where location identifier is of type identifier and position is a string denoting the position of a portion of tagless data based on the number of words counted from the head of the content of identifier.
Observe the justification of incorporating the attribute identifier in node structural attributes.
• The identifier enables us to specify the location of a hyperlink embedded in a Web document. We discuss this in detail in Section 5.
• The identifier also helps us to specify the location of a portion of textual data enclosed inside a tagged element, which itself is contained inside a larger chunk of textual data. We elaborate on this in Section 4.2.
NODE DATA TREE
In the preceding section we have introduced the node structural attributes to represent the content and structure of Web documents. In this section, we elaborate on the instances of a set of node structural attributes. Intuitively, a Web document can be represented as a set of instances of node structural attributes called node structural objects. These objects satisfy some dependency constraints and collectively they can be visualized as a rooted, directed tree called a node data tree (NDT). We organize our discussion as follows. We begin by identifying the features and components of a NDT. Sections 4.3 and 4.4 demonstrate with examples how to represent HTML and XML documents as NDTs. In Section 4.5 we explore some useful properties of NDTs.
Note that the notion of a NDT is inspired by the Document Object Model (DOM) [11] , which enables HTML and XML documents to be manipulated by software. The DOM defines how to translate an HTML or XML document into data structures and thus can serve as a starting point for any data model for Web documents.
Features of a NDT
A NDT represents the structure and content of a Web page. In this section, we discuss some of the important features of a NDT. Disregarding the details of the components of a NDT for the moment, Figure 9 is an example of a NDT of the HTML document in Figure 6 . Similarly, Figure 10 is an example of a NDT of the XML data in Figure 7 . From these examples of NDTs we can identify the following features. "West Haven" "CT" "06516" "800" "18-01 River Road" "Fair Lawn" "NJ" "07410" "201" "703-0400" "468-0894" • Rooted, directed tree. A NDT is a rooted, directed tree. The interior vertices in the NDT represent a tagged element containing tag name, list of attribute name/value pairs and a unique identifier. The leaf vertices of the NDT contain string values and represent the textual data in the Web document. They may also represent tagged elements. The edges represent the element and sub-element relationship. Furthermore, each vertex in the NDT has a unique identifier. The interior vertices of the tree are labeled by the starttag name and the leaf vertices are labeled by the tagless data content if it represents textual data or by the starttag name if it represents an HTML or XML element.
For instance, the labels of the interior vertices of the NDT in Figure 9 are p, title, head etc. which are HTML tags. Similarly, the labels of interior vertices of the NDT in Figure 10 are company, name etc. which are user-defined tags in the XML data in Figure 7 .
Observe that the label of the root vertex for a tree generated from an HTML document is fixed and is equal to html. This is because the root element of all HTML documents is <html>. For NDTs generated from XML documents the label of the root vertex is not fixed and is defined by the user.
• Loss of structural information. Recall that while modeling an HTML document we ignore some tags and Tables 1 and 2 , respectively. These tags and attributes do not provide any useful information from the perspective of a Web warehouse. Thus, the NDT generated from HTML documents may suffer loss of structural information. For instance, consider the NDT of the document in Figure 2 as depicted in Figure 11 . The tags <hr> used to draw horizontal lines in the HTML document are ignored in Figure 11 . In Section 4.3 we discuss this feature in detail.
• No loss of content data. The textual contents of Web documents are represented by leaf vertices in a NDT. However, as mentioned above not all leaf vertices represent tagless data of Web documents. Some of these leaf vertices may represent a tag element. For example, the exterior vertices in Figure 9 with identifiers w15, w16, w17 etc. are tagless data. The vertices with identifiers w11, w25, w26, on the other hand, are tagged elements labeled as meta, iframe and img, respectively. For the NDT generated from the XML data as depicted in Figure 10 , all leaf vertices are tagless data. Observe that as we do not ignore any textual content of Web documents while generating the NDT, there is no loss of textual data during this transformation.
• Exclusion of anchor tags. A NDT does not represent the hyperlinks embedded in a Web page. In WHOM, we model hyperlinks separately from a Web document. As we will see in Section 6, a hyperlink is represented by a link data tree (LDT). Thus, a NDT generated from HTML documents does not contain a vertex whose label is A. Similarly, a NDT for XML data does not contain any vertex whose attribute is xml:link.
Note that in all the figures related to NDTs and LDTs in this paper the black vertices indicate tag objects, the patterned vertices represent objects containing hyperlink tags and the remaining vertices depict data objects. Moreover, dotted arrows denote subtrees whose detailed contents are not shown in the figure. The NDT of the XML data in Figure 7 is shown in Figure 10 . Note that some of the identifiers of node structural objects and attribute/value pairs are excluded from these figures to maintain clarity. Also observe that the dependency constraints in all these figures are expressed as directed edges between the node structural objects.
Components of a NDT
We now discuss the components of a NDT in detail. The core constructs of an NDT are node structural objects, which are defined over the set of all possible strings, denoted by * , and the dependency constraints among different node structural objects. Note that a node structural object is an instance of a node structural attribute. Intuitively, the vertices in NDT are node structural objects and the edges between the vertices are the dependency constraints between two node structural objects. Formally, we define node structural objects as follows.
DEFINITION 3. (Node structural objects) A Node structural object s n in a Web document D is a 5-tuple name, attribute list, content, identifier, location attribute which is either a start-tag (called a tag object) or a data content (called a data object) in D, where:
• name ∈ * is a meaningful textual representation of We now illustrate node structural objects with an example. Consider the head block of the HTML document in Figure 6 as depicted by the NDT in Figure 9 . By Definition 3, head, title, meta and 'About RxListThe Internet Drug Index' are node structural objects. head, title and meta are tag objects, and 'About RxListThe Internet Drug Index' is a data object. The meta object includes (name, 'GENERATOR') and (content, 'Mozilla2.01/Gold (Win32)') as its attribute/value pairs. The content of meta is an empty set where the content of title is the identifier (w15) of its child vertex. The content of the data object w15 is 'About RxList -The Internet Drug Index'. However, the name of this data object is an empty string as it represents a tagless segment of data. Note that in all these objects the location attribute is an empty pair. We now discuss another example to illustrate location attribute.
Consider again the partial structure (Figure 8a ) of the NDT in Figure 11 which is used to represent the text describing Alexander disease in the HTML document in Figure 2 . The location attribute of the vertex w77 is the pair (w78, 24) . This indicates that the content of w77 is located in w78 after the 24th word. The subtree in Figure 8a is called a location subtree. We further elaborate on location attribute and location subtree in the next subsection.
The notion of dependency plays an important role in determining the hierarchical relationships among node structural objects in an HTML or XML document. Formally, we have the following.
DEFINITION 4. (Dependency constraints) Given a Web document D with a set of node structural objects
Dependency is antisymmetric and transitive. Hence, by antisymmetricity, if s n 1 ← s n 2 and s n 2 ← s n 1 then s n 1 = s n 2 ; by transitivity, if s n 1 ← s n 2 and s n 2 ← s n 3 , then s n 1 indirectly depends on s n 3 , denoted by s n 1 ← s n 2 ← s n 3 .
Note that our notion of dependency constraints is similar to the one introduced in [12] . We illustrate dependency constraints with an example. Consider the node structural objects identified in the previous example. Since head contains title and meta, according to the HTML specification, head ← title and head ← meta. Furthermore, since the data content of title is 'About RxList -The Internet Drug Index', title ← "About RxList -The Internet Drug Index", and hence head ← title ← "About RxList -The Internet Drug Index". Now consider the NDT ( Figure 10 ) from XML data in Figure 7 . Since name, address and phone objects are immediately contained in the company tag object and the object company itself is contained in manufacturer, manufacturer ← company, company ← name, company ← address and company ← phone. Furthermore, by the transitivity property manufacturer ← company ← name.
We now formally define the tree representation of the Web document, i.e. the NDT. 
DEFINITION 5. (NDT) Given a Web document D, a node data tree
Consider the HTML documents in Figures 6 and 2 . Figure 6 depicts a less structured HTML document which does not contain structured elements like tables, lists etc. Figure 2 is a relatively more structured document containing lists and structured paragraphs. The NDTs of these documents are shown in Figures 9 and 11 , respectively.
Location attributes
In the preceding subsection, we have introduced intuitively the notion of location attribute in a NDT. We now discuss this in detail. Observe that not all node structural objects have a location attribute value in a NDT. Specifically, the location attributes of the data objects in a NDT are empty and only some of the tag objects (called locator vertices) contain a location attribute value. In this section, we determine how to identify these location vertices. Within this context, we first illustrate a few examples for representing location attributes in NDTs based on the Web pages in Figures 6 and 2 . We then identify the common features of these representations and show that the locator vertices of a NDT can be represented by a set of subtrees called location subtrees.
We set the stage for our discussion by depicting the following examples.
Consider the third paragraph, i.e. 'General Drug . . . ', in the Web page at www.rxlist.com/about.htm ( Figure 6 ). The source code of this section is shown in Figure 12a . The portion of the NDT representing this paragraph is shown in Figure 12b . Observe that the content of the paragraph is not being expressed by a single node structural object or data object. Specifically, two data objects w30 and w17 are used to represent the content. This is because of the existence of text formatting tags b in the paragraph. The location attribute of the tag object labeled b (w10) is (w30, 51). It indicates that the content enclosed by the b tag is located after the 51st word in the data object w30. Consider now the section related to the index in the Web page at www.ninds.nih.gov/patients/Disorder/Alex ander/Alexander.htm (Figure 2 ). The source code of this portion of the document is shown in Figure 13a . The portion of the NDT representing this section is shown in Figure 13b . Similar to the previous example, observe that rather than representing the content of the paragraph with a single data object in the NDT, a set of data objects is used due to the existence of the ul element in the paragraph. The location attribute of the tag object w111 (labeled as ul) is (w110, 1) indicating that the element ul is located after the first word in the data object w110. Based on these examples, we can infer the following.
• The tag objects, called locator vertices, which have a non-empty location attribute are located in a set of specific subtrees of the NDT. These objects are children of the root of the subtrees. For instance, the tag objects w75, w10 and w111 of the subtrees in Figures 8a, 12b and 13b, respectively, are locator vertices. These objects are children of the roots w54, w4 and w109, respectively. Observe that one of the children of the root of the subtree is always a data object, i.e. the vertices w78, w30 and w110 are data objects. These data objects are called reference vertices. Each subtree is called a location subtree.
• Let the reference vertex of a location subtree, with identifier i, contain w number of words. Then the location attribute of each locator vertex is equal to (i, w k ) where 0 ≤ w k ≤ w. For instance, consider the location subtree in Figure 12b . The number of words in the reference vertex w30 is 57. Hence, the location attribute of the locator vertex w10 is (w30, 51). Similarly, the number of words in the reference vertex w110 is 1 in Figure 13b . Hence, the location attribute of locator vertex w111 is (w110, 1).
• There must exist at least one locator vertex which has one or more child vertices. For instance, the locator vertices w75, w10 and w111 in Figures 8a, 12b and 13b, respectively, have one child vertex.
• There must be at least one data object that can be reached from each locator vertex which is not a leaf node in the subtree. For instance, the data object w77 in Figure 8a can be reached from the locator vertex w75. Similarly, the data objects w117, w118, w119, w120 and w121 can be reached from the locator vertex w111 in Figure 13b . Observe that none of these locator vertices are the leaf nodes of the location subtrees.
• If one of the child vertices of the locator vertices is a data object then the remaining children of the locator vertices must be tag objects with no children.
Based on the above inferences, the formal definition of a location subtree is as follows. 
NDTs for HTML documents
In this section, we focus our discussion of the generation of NDTs from HTML documents. In the preceding sections, we have introduced the components in a NDT generated from a HTML or XML document. Within this context, we have mentioned that some of the tags and attributes (noisy tags and attributes) in HTML documents are ignored in our NDT representation and thus there is a loss of structural information for HTML documents. In this section, we elaborate further on this issue. We identify tags and attributes considered in our model. The insight into why some tags and attributes are considered for modeling structure and content of HTML documents while other tags and attributes are not is discussed here. It is worth mentioning that the primary task for generating NDTs from an HTML document is to identify the elements to be considered for mapping into node structural objects. Once this is identified, the node structural attributes and their dependency constraints can be determined from the element-subelement relationship in the HTML document. Hence, in this section we focus our discussion on identifying noisy and non-noisy tags with respect to the Web warehouse. 
Classification of HTML tags
We have classified the set of HTML tags as defined in the HTML specifications into the following two types: nonnoisy tags and noisy tags. The reason that we categorize the HTML tags into two types is to filter out those tags which either do not contribute to the hierarchical information structure of data contents or are beyond the scope of this work.
• Non-noisy tags. The HTML tags which are considered in the NDT of HTML documents are called non-noisy tags. For example, the tags <html>, <table>, <p> etc. are non-noisy tags. A complete list of non-noisy tags is given in Table 3 .
• Noisy tags. These HTML tags are ignored while mapping an HTML document to a NDT. These elements do not cause paragraph breaks and hence do not contribute to the hierarchical structure of data contents. In our model, we consider the following three types of tags as noisy tags.
1. The tags which are used for formatting purposes.
In general, formatting involves the appearance or treatment of the content prior to any user action, such as the choice of font, color, icons and other devices. Some examples of these tags are <center>, <hr>, <font>, <s> etc. These tags are meaningless with respect to the content of the HTML document. Note that we only ignore the tags, but we do not ignore the content immediately contained in these tags. For instance, consider the data <center> Alexander disease </center> in an HTML document. In this case we model the text 'Alexander disease' as simple text ignoring the tags <center> and </center>. 2. Tags used to represent a hyperlink, i.e. A.
Note that we ignore this tag as we model hyperlinks separately using LDTs. However, we do not ignore the content of the element A and represent it in the NDT. Note that we represent the content of A in the LDTs also. Naively, it may seem that we should represent the contents between hyperlink tags by LDTs only and ignore them in the NDT. However, we do not follow this for a number of reasons. First, the content between the hyperlink tags has some importance with respect to the Web document in which it is embedded. Thus, it is necessary to capture it in the NDT. Second, the anchor text may provide good synonymous and related terms, which are not included in the text of the document pointed to by the link, but may be included in user queries. A complete list of noisy tags is given in Table 1 .
Observe that the tags used to specify headers, i.e. <h1>, <h2>, <h3> etc., and tags used to emphasize text, such as <b>, <strong>, <em>, <i> etc., are not considered as noisy tags in our data model. The reason behind this is that the text that appears in headers or which is emphasized is considered more important in the document than the rest of the text [10] . For instance, the header tags <h1> and <h2> provide descriptions of the main structure and topics of a document and thus should be included. The text in the <h3>, <h4>, <h5> and <h6> headers provides information about the more specific structure and topics of a document. The HTML list tags and the strong, emphasized, bold, underlined and italic tags are considered because the terms that are emphasized and terms which appear inside lists are terms that the author of the document perceived to be important to the contents of the document. Thus these tags are considered in the NDTs. Finally, it is worth mentioning that the selection of noisy tags is application dependent. The user may modify the list of noisy tags by adding or deleting one or more tags from the list.
Representation of non-noisy tags in NDT
We now show how the non-noisy tags are represented in NDTs. Based on how the HTML tags are specified in the source documents, we classify the non-noisy tags into three types: Type 1, Type 2 and Type 3 tags. The representation of HTML elements in NDT depends on the type of nonnoisy tags. We now discuss how these three types of tags are represented in NDT.
• Type 1 tags. We alluded earlier to the fact that most HTML tags have a beginning and an end and affect the portion of text or tags between them. These types of tags are called Type 1 tags in WHOM. These type of tags are represented in NDT as follows: the start tag is mapped to a vertex in the NDT and data or tag elements between the start-and end-tags are mapped as children of the vertex. For example, consider the head block of the HTML document in Figure 6 as depicted by the NDT in Figure 9 . Note that the tag <head> is a Type 1 tag and contains the elements title and meta. Thus, the element head is represented by the Table 3 superscripted with a * . If <xyz> is a Type 2 nonnoisy tag then we consider it as <xyz></xyz> while transforming it into a node structural object. Thus, xyz is represented as a node structural object with no child objects (due to the absence of content between the xyz tags). For example, the vertex labeled meta in Figure 9 represents a Type 2 tag <meta> in the source document. Note that the vertex meta does not have any child objects.
• Type 3 tags. The HTML specification lets one omit certain tags or their endings for clarity and ease of preparation. For example, the <p> tag that defines the start of a paragraph has a corresponding end-tag </p>, but the ending tag is rarely used. These types of tags are referred to Type 3 tags in WHOM. A list of all Type 3 tags in HTML is given in Table 4 . In order to represent HTML elements containing Type 3 tags in the NDTs, for each Type 3 tag we consider some rules for generating the corresponding node structural object. These rules are listed in Table 4 . These rules enable us to identify the implicit end-tags of Type 3 tags. Let us illustrate this with an example. Consider the Web page at www.rxlist.com/about.htm in Figure 6 . The source code of a portion of the page is as follows: Observe that there is no end-tag for <p>. In this case, from the rules in Table 4 , we assume that the occurrence of the end-tag is at the beginning of the subsequent start tag <p>. The vertex having identifier w20 represents this portion of the page in the corresponding NDT ( Figure 9 ).
Noisy and non-noisy tag attributes
Similar to the HTML tags, the attributes associated with HTML tags can be classified into noisy and non-noisy attributes. Intuitively, noisy attributes are those tag attributes which are ignored while transforming a HTML document to a NDT. On the other hand, non-noisy attributes are those tag attributes which are represented in NDTs. We now elaborate on these attributes.
• Noisy attributes. Noisy attributes are those attributes which are ignored while generating a NDT from a HTML document. In our model, we consider the following three types of attributes as noisy attributes. Table 2 .
• Non-noisy attributes. Non-noisy attributes are considered important in the context of modeling HTML Table 3 .
Representation of character entities in NDT
Besides common text, HTML gives a way to display special text characters one might not normally be able to include in the source document or which have other purposes in HTML. For example, the less than or opening bracket (<) symbol is such a character entity. In HTML, it normally signifies the start of a tag, so the ampersand (&) is used to express such characters. We consider only a subset of such special character entities. We call such valid character entities non-trivial entities. A list of nontrivial entities that we allow in the representation of NDT in our model is shown in Table 5 . Note that character entities such as &nbsp are ignored as they do not express any meaningful text. Such character entities are called trivial entities. All special character entities as dictated in HTML specification, excluding those shown in Table 5 , are considered as trivial entities.
A NDT for XML documents
In the preceding section we have seen how to generate NDTs from HTML documents. In this context we have identified a set of HTML tags and attributes called nonnoisy tags and attributes mapped into node structural objects. The remaining tags and attributes as defined in HTML specifications are ignored in our model. In this section we discuss the mapping of XML documents into a NDT. Transforming XML data into a NDT is relatively less complicated compared to HTML documents due to the characteristics of XML data. We elaborate on this issue. Recall that, unlike HTML, a XML document does not have a fixed set of tags and attributes. The tags and attributes associated with XML elements are defined by users. Furthermore, XML data do not encounter the problem of elements with no end-tags and elements whose end-tags may be omitted. Every XML start-tag must be terminated with an end-tag. Thus, we do not need to address the issues related to Type 2 and Type 3 tags while generating NDTs from XML data. Moreover, unlike HTML tags, XML tags and attributes are not used for formatting Web documents. Hence, we do not ignore any XML tag and attribute while generating a NDT. Only the tag associated with an XML link is ignored during the transformation of XML data to the corresponding NDT. As we will see in Section 6.3, elements containing XML links are mapped separately to LDTs. Hence, the generation of NDTs from XML data is relatively less complicated than its HTML counterpart.
Properties
We now discuss some properties of the NDTs of HTML and XML documents discussed in the preceding section. Observe that, as tags of HTML documents are fixed and are dictated by the HTML specification, the NDTs generated from HTML documents have certain common features. The label of the root of every NDT of an HTML document is html. This is because html is the root element of all HTML documents. Moreover, the html element immediately contains two elements, head and body. Thus the number of edges coming out of the root vertex of a NDT is always two. Note that the elements html, title and body are present in all HTML documents. Furthermore, as the anchor tag is considered as a noisy tag in a NDT, none of the vertices in a NDT has a label equal to A.
g be the NDT of an HTML document D. Let label(s n ) be the label of a vertex s n in N ndt (D). Then the following are true.
• If s n is the root, then label(s n ) = html.
• If s n is the root, then the degree of s n is equal to two.
• s n 1 , s n 2 and s n 3 are three vertices in N ndt (D) such that label(s n 1 ) = html, label(s n 2 ) = title and label(s n 3 ) = body.
• The order of N ndt (D) is always greater than or equal to three; that is, |V ndt | ≥ 3. • Let s n ∈ V ndt be a leaf vertex of N ndt (D). If s n is a tag object then the label of s n represents a Type 2 non-noisy tag. • label(s n ) = A for all s n in N ndt (D).
The second property is based on the fact that there always exists a set of common tags in any two HTML documents. Of course, this is because of the existence of a fixed set of tags in HTML. Consequently, the set of labels of the vertices of two NDTs generated from two HTML documents is never disjoint. Formally, this can be stated as follows. We now discuss some properties associated with location attributes and location subtrees in NDTs. Recall that a location subtree enables us to identify the position of a portion of a text in a larger chunk of character data. Observe that data objects in a NDT do not have any value for location attributes. Moreover, not all tag objects in a NDT have non-empty location attribute. By Definition 6, only the tag objects which are children of the root vertices of a location subtree, i.e. locator vertices, have non-empty values for the location attribute. Hence, the following properties hold. Next we identify some properties associated with the location subtree. The root of a location subtree must have at least two children. This is because one of the children must be a data object and there must be at least one tag object referencing that data object. For example, consider the location subtree in Figure 8a . The root w54 has two children identified by w75 and w78. The vertex w78 is a data object and is referenced by the tag object w75. Formally, this can be stated as follows. • S is a tree where s r has at least two children;
• loc id(s r 2 ) = loc id(s r 3 ) = . . . = loc id(s r n ).
Observe that for each location subtree there is only one location identifier that all the locator vertices reference. For example, in Figure 8a the locator vertex w75 (only one in this case) references the data object w78. Hence, if a NDT has k location subtrees there must be k distinct location identifiers. Formally, this can be stated as follows.
PROPERTY 4.7. Let S be a set of location subtrees in a NDT N ndt . Then the number of distinct location identifiers in all the locator vertices is equal to |S|.
We now introduce a term called data path to discuss some of the subsequent properties of the location subtree. A data path p = (s r , s r 1 , . . . , s r k , s d ) is a path in the location subtree such that the start node s r is the root of the subtree and the terminal node of the path is a data object s d in the location subtree. For example, the paths (w54, w78), (w54, w75, w76, w77) in the location subtree in Figure 8a are data paths. Observe that the root vertex of a location subtree must have a data object as its child vertex. So there always exists a data path containing these two vertices in every location subtree. For instance, the data paths (w54, w78), (w4, w30) and (w109, w110) in Figures 8a,  12b and 13b , respectively, are examples of such paths. Moreover, due to the nature of location subtrees, there also exists at least one data path with one node a locator vertex. For example, the node w75 is a locator vertex in the data path (w54, w75, w76, w77).
PROPERTY 4.8. Let P be a set of all data paths in a location subtree S . Then |P | > 1 and p ∈ P where p = (s r , s d ). Observe that the length of p is one and is the shortest data path in S .
We now highlight some properties related to the locator vertices in a location subtree. Let s r 1 , s r 2 , . . . , s r k be the locator vertices of the location subtree S such that none of the locator vertices are the leaf nodes of S . For instance, w75 in Figure 8a is a locator vertex of S which is not a leaf node. Then there always exists a set of data paths in S such that each data path traverses through one of the locator vertices. For example, data paths (w54, w75, w76, w77), (w4, w10, w17) and (w109, w111, w112, w117) in Figures 8a, 12b and 13b Figure 12b . There exists a data path (w4, w10, w17) through the locator vertex w10 where w17 is a data object. Hence, there does not exist any other data path through w10. Based on this, the following properties hold. 
REPRESENTING STRUCTURE AND CONTENTS OF HYPERLINKS
Hyperlinks are perhaps most important for relating parts of data that are not near each other in terms of prose flow. In the Web environment, the authors' inclination to create many small pages, rather than single monolithic documents, makes this even more important. Authors are motivated to create small pages to keep retrieval latencies low [13] . A hyperlink, as the term is used here, is an explicit relationship between two or more data objects or portions of data objects. In WHOM, we define a hyperlink by the data type Link type. Recall that a Link type consists of three components: a set of link metadata attributes, a set of link structural attributes and a reference identifier. We have discussed link metadata attributes in Section 2.4. In this section we elaborate on the link structural attributes and reference identifier. Intuitively, link structural attributes are used to express the structure and content of hyperlinks and the reference identifier is used to specify the location of hyperlinks in Web documents. We begin our discussion by identifying the set of issues that are to be considered for modeling the structure and content of hyperlinks. Then in Sections 5.2 and 5.3 we present link structural attributes and reference identifiers designed to address these issues.
Issues for modeling hyperlinks
We have identified the following issues to be considered for modeling hyperlinks in WHOM.
• Modeling tags and tag attributes. Hyperlinks in Web documents are specified by tags and tag attributes. For instance, the <a> tag and the attributes href or name are used to specify hyperlinks in HTML documents. XML links are specified by the use of a designated attribute named xml:link. HTML and XML collections contain additional information about each document D that has hyperlinks to it in other documents in the collection. Typically, when authors add a hyperlink to a document D, they include in the anchor tag a description of D in addition to its URL. These descriptions have the potential of being very important for retrieval since they include the perception of the authors about the contents of D. Hence it is imperative to represent this textual content between the hyperlink tags. • This page provides a hyperlinked list of a collection of drug manufacturers in the United States. The anchor text related to drug manufacturers is contained inside the element strong. In order to specify a query to follow only these links one may need to specify the location of these hyperlinks, i.e. inside the strong element.
Link structural attributes
Similar to node structural attributes, link structural attributes consist of three components.
• Name: the name of the corresponding start-tag of HTML or XML link. Note that there is no specific XML link tag. An XML link is specified with an XML element. The xml:link attribute is used to specify a link. Thus, given an XML document, the instances of link structural attributes are determined by locating those elements with attribute xml:link.
• Attribute list: similar to attribute list of node structural attributes, it is a finite (possibly empty) set of attributes associated with the tag. The attributes are always strings.
• Content: the content between the start-and endtag. It is a finite (possibly empty) set of character data or it may contain data of link structural attributes type.
Observe that unlike identifier attribute in node structural attributes, there is no attribute which uniquely identifies a link structural attribute. We envisage that a unique identifier is not important in the context of link structural attributes as there is no need to correlate the link structural attributes with the node structural attributes based on a common identifier. Reference Id = w8
(1) 
Reference identifier
We now discuss the attribute reference identifier associated with a Link type. Recall that the link metadata attribute source URL enables us to correlate hyperlinks with Web documents in which these links are embedded. Furthermore, we are interested in the location of a hyperlink in a particular document. That is, we also wish to model where a link is located in a given Web page. However, the attribute source URL fails to represent such information. We use reference identifier to incorporate such location details of hyperlinks.
Reference identifier is a unique identifier that references an identifier in node structural attributes. An instance of a reference id is a unique identifier of a tag object in a NDT in which the link represented by a LDT exists. Consider the hyperlink 'all RxList monographs . . . ' in the Web page in Figure 6 . The NDT of the Web page is depicted in Figure 9 . Observe that the hyperlink is located in the tag object having identifier w5 in the NDT. Thus, the reference identifier of this hyperlink is w5. Similarly, consider the simple link containing the text 'Bayer Corporation' in Figure 7 . The link is specified by the element company-link which is immediately contained in the element name. The identifier of this name element in the NDT of the XML data (Figure 10 ) is w104. Thus, the reference identifier of the link company-link is w104.
Observe that the reference identifier of a hyperlink is essentially an identifier of a tag object in the NDT. It is not an identifier of a data object in a NDT. For instance, reconsider the hyperlink 'all RxList monographs . . . ' in Figure 6 again. Specifically, this hyperlink is located in the text represented by the data object w18 in Figure 9 . However, the reference identifier of this link is w5 which is the parent vertex of w18 and represents a tag object p. Similarly, the XML link 'Bayer Corporation' in the XML data in Figure 7 is located in the data object w133 in Figure 14 . However, the reference identifier of this link is the tag object w104 (parent vertex of w133).
PROPERTY 5.1. Let R(h) be the reference identifier of a link h embedded in a document D represented by the NDT N ndt (D). The R(h) is the identifier of a tag object in N ndt (D).

LINK DATA TREE
Similar to Web documents, the structure and content of each hyperlink can be represented by a set of instances of link structural attributes. Note that once an HTML or XML link is mapped into instances of link structural attributes, called link structural objects, these objects and the dependency constraints on these objects can be visualized as a rooted, directed tree. This tree is called a LDT.
A LDT represents the structure and content of a hyperlink embedded in an HTML or XML document. It is a rooted, directed tree where the internal vertices of the LDT represent a tagged element containing tag name and a list of attribute/value pairs. The leaf vertices of the LDT contain atomic string values representing the label of the link or they may contain tagged element names. Disregarding the details of the components of LDTs for the moment, Figure 15 depicts a set of LDTs of the hyperlinks in the Web page in Figure 6 . Observe that each tree in the figure represents a hyperlink. Note that the reference identifier in each tree is not a component of a LDT and is used only for clarity. Figures 14 and 16 are LDTs for XML links in the XML data in Figure 7 . Observe that unlike NDTs, the vertices in a LDT do not have a unique identifier associated with them.
We now explore the LDT in detail. We begin by formally describing the components of a LDT. Next, in Sections 6.2 and 6.3 we elaborate on the LDTs generated from HTML and XML documents, respectively.
Components of a LDT
We now discuss the components of a LDT in detail. Similarly to the NDT, the core constructs of a LDT are link structural objects and the dependency constraints among different link structural objects. Note that a link structural object is an instance of a link structural attribute. Intuitively, the vertices in a LDT are link structural objects and the edges between the vertices are the dependency constraints between two link structural objects. Formally, we define link structural objects as follows. We now illustrate link structural objects with an example. Consider the tree-like representation of the hyperlink 'All RxList monographs . . . ' in the HTML document in Figure 6 as depicted by the LDT in Figure 15 (13) . By Definition 7, A and 'All RxList monographs (nearly 300 of them)' are link structural objects.
A is a tag object and 'All RxList monographs (nearly 300 of them)' is a data object.
The A object includes (href, 'http://www.rxlist.com/cgi/generic/index.html') as its attribute/value pair. The content of the data object is the textual label of the hyperlink. However, the name of this data object is an empty string as it represents textual data. Similarly, consider the tree representation (Figure 14a ) of the hyperlink 'Bayer Corporation' in the XML document in Figure 7 . company-link and 'Bayer Corporation' are the tag and data objects, respectively.
A hyperlink h can be represented by a set of link structural objects. These objects satisfy the same dependency constraints as described by Definition 4 in Section 4.2. We illustrate dependency constraints with an example. Consider the link structural objects identified in the previous example. Since A contains 'All Rxlist monographs (about 300 of them)', according to the HTML specification, A ← "All RxList monographs (nearly 300 of them)". Similarly, for the link structural objects identified above of the XML link 'Bayer Corporation', company-link ← "Bayer Corporation".
We now formally define a LDT based on the link structural objects and dependency constraints. 
LDT for HTML documents
According to the HTML specification the <A>, or anchor tag marks a block of the HTML document as a hypertext link. The block can be simple text, text highlighted by formatting tags or an image. The set of non-noisy tags for formatting text in HTML that we consider inside an <A> tag is <b>, <big>, <i>, <tt>, <u>, <em>, <strong> and <cite>. More complex tags, such as headings, cannot be inside an anchor. In particular, note that an anchor element cannot contain another anchor element.
A can take several attributes. At least one of these must be either href or name; these specify the destination of the hypertext link or indicate that the marked text can be the target of a hypertext link. Both can be present, indicating that the anchor is both the start and destination of a link. The remaining attributes are methods, title, rel, rev, urn and target. Out of these attributes we only consider title, rel and rev in WHOM. The title attribute specifies a title for the document to which the link is pointing. The rel and rev attributes express a formal relationship and direction between source and target documents.
Hence, when an HTML link is mapped into a link data tree then the label of the root is always A and must contain the attributes href or name. It may also contain the attributes title, rel and rev. The labels of the internal vertices of a LDT must be any one or more of the following: b, big, tt, i, u, em, strong and cite. A LDT may not contain any internal vertices excluding the root if the content between the anchor is unformatted text or an image. Moreover, the leaf vertex of a LDT is always tagless data or a tag object with label equal to img.
A LDT may also consist of only a single vertex. This may happen when the marked text is the target of a hyperlink. In this case, the label of the vertex is A and the attribute list must include name. We now illustrate LDTs for HTML links and the above properties with the following examples. Consider the Web page in Figure 6 . The source code of the hyperlink 'All RxList monographs (Nearly 300 of them)' in this page is as follows:
<a href="http://www.rxlist.com/cgi/generic/ index.html">all RxList monographs (Nearly 300 of them)</a>.
The mapping of this hyperlink to a LDT will generate a tree with a root vertex having label A and a leaf vertex having the anchor text as its label. The LDT of this link is shown in Figure 15 (13) . Observe that as the content between A is simple text, the LDT does not have any internal vertices and the leaf vertex is a data object.
Let us illustrate anchor tags containing character highlighting tags.
Consider the Web page at www.druginfonet.com/maninfo.htm. The source code of the hyperlink 'Abbott Laboratories' is as follows:
<A HREF="http://www.abbottrenalcare.com"> <STRONG>Abbott Laboratories</STRONG></A>.
Observe that the element STRONG is immediately contained in A. The LDT of this hyperlink is shown in Figure 17a . Note that the label of the interior vertex is strong and it does not contain any tag attributes.
We now illustrate LDTs with a single vertex. Consider the paragraph starting with 'Privacy Policy' in Figure 6 . The source code of the start of the paragraph is: '<A name = "privacy"></A>Privacy Policy:. . . '. Note that this paragraph is pointed to by a hyperlink. Since there is no content inside the A tag, the LDT of this link is a single vertex as shown in Figure 15(1) .
Finally, we illustrate the LDT of a hyperlink which contains an image. Consider the Web page at www.ninds.nih.gov. The image 'Patients' is enclosed by the anchor tag A. The source code of this graphic link is as follows:
<a href="patients/default.htm" onmouseout="MM_swapImgRestore()" onmouseover="MM_swapImage , 'images/patpop.gif', #927743526150')"><img src="images/pat1.gif" name="patients" alt="Patients" border="0" width="108" height="22"></a>.
The mapping of this hyperlink to a LDT will generate a tree with a root having label A and a leaf vertex with label img and attributes (src, 'images/pat1.gif'), (name,'patients') and (alt,'Patients'). Observe that we ignore all noisy attributes during this transformation. The visual representation of the LDT is shown in Figure 17b .
According to the HTML specification, the anchor tag A can be immediately contained inside only some specific HTML elements. The list of these elements is shown in Table 6 . Note that we only consider non-noisy tags in this context. Hence, the following property holds.
Let the reference identifier of h, denoted by R(h), equal i n where i n is the identifier of s n . Then, label(s n ) ∈ {address, h1, h2, h3, h4, h5, h6, p, dt, dd, li, b, em, big, strong, i, u, tt, cite, caption, th, td}.
A LDT for XML documents
We now discuss the tree-like representation of XML links. Since there are no fixed tags to express links in XML data, an element conforms to an XML link if the following are true.
• The element has an xml:link attribute whose value is one of the attribute values prescribed by the XML specification [6] . In our model, we only consider simple and extended links. That is, those links whose values of the attribute xml:link are either simple or extended.
• The element and all of its attributes and content adhere to the syntactic requirements imposed by the chosen xml:link attribute value, as prescribed by the XML specification. Note that XML links provide many attributes that can be attached to linking elements to describe various aspects of links. Examples of some attributes are role, href, title, show, inline, content-role, content-title, actuate, behavior, and steps.
Note that conformance is assessed at the level of individual elements, rather than whole XML documents, because the XML link and non-XML link linking mechanism may be used side by side in any one document.
We now elaborate on how simple and extended links are modeled in WHOM. Recall that simple links can be used for purposes that approximate the functionality of a basic HTML A link, but they can also support a limited amount of additional functionality. Simple links have only one locator and thus, for convenience, combine the functions of a linking element and a locator into a single element. As a result of this combination, the simple linking element offers both a locator attribute and all the link and resource semantic attributes. Note that the xml:link attribute value for a simple link must be simple. There are no constraints on the contents of a simple linking element. The elements with contents 'Bayer Corporation' and 'Biocraft Laboratories' in Figure 7 are examples of simple links. On the other hand, an extended link differs from a simple link in that it can connect any number of resources, not just one local resource (optionally) and one remote resource, and in that extended links are more out-of-line than simple links. A linking element for an extended link contains a series of child elements that serve as locators. Because an extended link can have more than one remote resource, it separates out linking itself from the mechanisms used to locate each resource (whereas a simple link combines the two). The linking element itself retains those attributes relevant to the link as a whole and to its local resource, if any. Figure 18 is an example of extended links. Note that the xml:link attribute value for an extended link must be extended. Also note that attributes relevant to remote resources are expressed on the corresponding contained locator elements. Each remote resource can have its own semantics in relation to the link as a whole. The xml:link attribute value for a locator element must be locator.
A simple link when it is mapped to a LDT always represents a linear tree. Moreover, the LDT always has two vertices in this case. This is because, unlike HTML links, XML links do not provide mechanisms for controlling link formatting because it is considered to fall into the domain of stylesheets. Thus the simple link does not immediately contain character highlighting elements like its HTML counterpart. Figure 14 depicts the LDTs of the two simple links in the XML data in Figure 9 . On the other disease-list disease-link HREF ="adrenoleuko.xml" TITLE = "Adrenoleukodystrophy Home page" Adrenoleukodystrophy /disease-link disease-link HREF ="alexander.xml" TITLE = "Alexander disease Home page" Alexander Disease /disease-link disease-link HREF ="alzheimer.xml" TITLE = "Alzheimer's Disease Home page"
Alzheimer's Disease /disease-link disease-link HREF ="angelman.xml" TITLE = "Angelman Syndrome page" Angelman Syndrome /disease-link /disease-list hand, the LDT generated from an extended link has multiple paths as extended links contain a series of child elements. Figure 16 is the LDT of the extended link in Figure 18 .
Noisy tags and attributes
As mentioned earlier XML tags are user-defined and are not used for formatting purposes. Thus, there are no noisy tags that are to be ignored while generating LDTs. However, we ignore the attributes that specify link behavior such as show and actuate. In general, behavior focuses on what happens when the link is traversed, such as opening, closing or scrolling windows; displaying the data from various resources in various ways; testing, authenticating or logging user and context information; or executing various programs. The mechanism that the XML link provides allows link authors to signal certain intentions as to the timing and effects of traversal. Such intentions can be expressed along two axes, labeled show and actuate. The show attribute is used to express a policy as to the context in which a resource that is traversed to should be displayed or processed. It may take one of the three values: embed, replace and new. The actuate attribute is used to express a policy as to when traversal of a link should occur. It may take one of the two values: auto and user.
NODE AND LINK OBJECTS
We now formally discuss node and link objects. Recall that a node object is an instance of Node type and has two components: a set of node metadata trees and a node data tree. It represents the metadata, content and structure of an HTML or XML document excluding the hyperlinks embedded in it. Formally, we have the following. We illustrate a node object with an example. Consider the HTML document in Figure 2 . Based on Definition 9, the node object of this document is a set of node metadata trees as shown in Figure 3 and a node data tree as depicted in Figure 11 .
A link object, on the other hand, is an instance of Link type and consists of three components: a set of link metadata trees, a LDT and a reference identifier. Similar to the node object, it represents metadata, content and structure of hyperlinks embedded in a Web document. Formally, this can be stated as follows.
DEFINITION 10. (Link) A Link of hyperlink h is a 3-tuple
L = M lmt , L ldt ,
R(h) where M is a set of link metadata trees associated with h, L ldt is the LDT of h and R(h) is the reference identifier.
For example, consider the hyperlink 'all RxList monographs . . . ' in the Web page at http:// www.rxlist.com/about.htm as depicted in Figure 6 . The set of link metadata trees for this hyperlink is shown in Figure 5 . The reference identifier and the LDT is depicted in Figure 15 (13).
Storage and indexing of Web objects
In this section, we briefly introduce various storage structures in WHOWEDA for storing Web objects, i. For each tuple in this pool, we only store the ids of all the nodes and links belonging to that tuple. Finally, we store the Web schema and coupling query in the Web schema pool. The reader may refer to [14] for a detailed exposition on these storage structures.
Each predicate specifies a condition on some attribute of a node or link type. Thus, it is ideal that one index is built for each attribute of each variable. However, indices are expensive to construct and maintain. We can only build indices over the most frequently queried attributes. Furthermore, if the attribute has only a few possible values, the overhead of index construction, maintenance, and searching is greater than the benefits.
Among all attributes of nodes and links, the url, title, text and label attributes are of special interest. This is because they are most likely to be used in predicates if a user queries the Web document content. On the other hand, the size and format attributes are much less likely to be queried. The link type attribute is not suitable for indexing because its domain only consists of three values. The target url attribute does not need to be indexed because it is the same as the url of the node pointed to by the link.
In attributes, we index the url, title and text attributes of each node object, and the label attribute of each link object. A generalized indexing method is used for all the indexed non-timestamp attributes.
Within each Web table, a B+-tree is created for each indexed attribute. A key to the B+-tree is an alphabetnumeric word. For each key, the B+-tree maintains a set of integers. Each integer is an ID of a node whose title contains the key. For more details on implementation, refer to [14] .
RELATED WORK
In this section, we compare our modeling technique with some of the related research in modeling Web data. We focus on high-level similarities and differences between recent data modeling techniques and our work. We present data models for various systems briefly. A summary on the differences between the data model of WHOM and the existing approaches is given in Table 7 . 
Semistructured data modeling
The main obstacles to exploiting the internal structure of Web documents are the lack of a schema or type and the potential irregularities that can appear for that reason. The problem of querying data whose structure is unknown or irregular has been addressed, although not in the context of the Web, by the query languages for semistructured data, Lorel [15] and UnQL [16] . By semistructured, we mean that although the data may have some structure, the structure is not as rigid, regular or complete as the structure required by traditional database management systems [17] . Furthermore, even if the data are fairly well structured, the structure may evolve rapidly.
Lore
Lore (Lightweight Object REpository) is a project at Stanford, to provide a convenient and efficient storage, querying and updating mechanism for semistructured data [15] . In Lore, data is self-describing, so it does not need to adhere to a schema fixed in advance. All data in a Lore database follows the Object Exchange Model (OEM) [18] , originally designed for Stanford's TSIMMIS project [19] . OEM is a 'lightweight' self-describing object model that supports the concepts of object identity and nesting, and not much else. Under OEM, each object is either atomic (such as integer, string or image) or complex. A complex object consists of a collection of labeled subobjects. Thus, an OEM object can be thought of as a rooted graph, with objects as nodes and labeled edges representing objectsubobject relationships. The root of the graph also has a label associated with it. Queries are formed based on path expressions, which are sequence of labels traversable from the root. Lore supports storage of arbitrary atomic data within an OEM object, including integers, reals, strings, images, audio, video, HTML text and Java applets. Atomic objects have type tags to aid in query processing and user interface displays. Note that these types of tags are not used to enforce any type-checking; Lore never returns type errors.
UnQL
UnQL, a language closely related to Lorel, was also designed for querying semistructured data at AT&T. UnQL is based on a model consisting of rooted, labeled graph similar to OEM.
Comparison with WHOM. In WHOM, we specifically model Web data.
Unlike OEM, the documents and hyperlinks are represented separately as trees. We also ignore noisy elements in Web documents while transforming them to tree form. Moreover, we also model the metadata associated with Web data. Note that these languages were not developed specifically for the Web and do not distinguish, for example, between graph edges that represent the connection between a document and one of its parts and edges that represent a hyperlink from one Web document to another. Their data models, while elegant, are not very rich, lacking such basic comforts as ordered collections [20] .
Web data modeling
If the Web is viewed as a large, graph-like database, it is natural to pose queries that go beyond the basic information retrieval paradigm supported by today's search engines and take structure into account; both the internal structure of Web pages and the external structure of links that interconnect them. In this section, we discuss the data models of some of the Web query languages proposed so far: W3QS [21] , WebSQL [9] , WebLog [22] and so on.
W3QS
W3QS (WWW Query System) [21, 23] at Technion (Israel Institute of Technology) is a project to develop a flexible, declarative and SQL-like Web query language, W3QL. This language supports effective and flexible query processing, which addresses the structure and content of WWW nodes and their various sorts of data. In [21] , some of the notable features of W3QL are the use of external programs for specifying content conditions on files rather than building conditions into the language syntax, and the mechanism it provides for handling forms encountered during navigation. In [23] , Konopnicki and Shmueli describe additional features in W3QL such as modeling internal document structure, hierarchical Web modeling that captures the notion of Web site explicitly, and replacing the external program method of specifying conditions with a general extensible method based on the MIME standard.
WebSQL
WebSQL [9] is a project at the University of Toronto to develop a Web query facilitation language. WebSQL expresses any content query, that is, a query that refers only to the content of documents using an SQL-like notation. WebSQL is also capable of querying the hypertext structure of the Web. A prototype of WebSQL has been implemented. It makes hypertext links first-class citizens in the data model. In particular, the WebSQL system concentrates on HTML documents and on hypertext links originating from them. To realize content and structural queries, it proposes to model the Web as a relational database composed of two virtual relations: where the url is a key and all other attributes can be null. In the relation Anchor, base is the URL of the HTML document containing the link, href is the referred document and label is the link description. The Document relation has one tuple for each document in the Web and the Anchor relation has one tuple for each anchor in each document in the Web. This relational abstraction of the Web allows us to use a query language similar to SQL to pose the queries.
WebLog
Inspired by concepts in declarative logic, Lakshmanan, Sadri and Subramanian at Concordia University designed WebLog [22] as a declarative language for Web queries based on SchemaLog [24, 25] . We highlight the conceptual model of WebLog for HTML information. The model for WebLog is based on the notion that each Web document consists of a heterogeneous mix of information about the topic mentioned in the title of the document. In practice, a typical Web document would consist of groups of related information that are spatially close together in the page. Information within each such group would be homogeneous. For instance, information enclosed within the tag <HR> in a document could form a group of related information. Each such group is called a rel-infon. A page is a set of rel-infons. The notion of what constitutes a rel-infon is highly subjective and the choice is left to the user. A relinfon has several attributes. The attributes come from a set consisting of strings 'occurs', 'hlink' and various tags in HTML documents. The attributes of a rel-infon map to values that are strings, except for the 'hlink' attribute that is mapped to a hlink-id. That is, the attribute 'occurs' is mapped to the set of strings occurring in a rel-infon and the tag attributes, if defined, are mapped to the tokens they adorn in the rel-infon. Note that the tag attribute title is considered a special one and is mapped to the same string (the title of the document) in all rel-infons in the document. Also each rel-infon has a unique id. [26, 27 ] is a prototype implementation of the deductive and objectoriented formalism F-logic [28] .
FLORID FLORID (F-LOgic Reasoning In Databases)
FLORID has been extended to provide a declarative semantics for querying the Web. To use FLORID as a Web query engine, a Web document is modeled by the following two classes: The first declaration introduces a class url, a subclass of string with the only method get. The notation get ⇒ webdoc means that get is a single-valued method that returns an object of type webdoc. The method get is system-defined; the effect of invoking u.get for a url u in the head of a deductive rule is to retrieve from the Web the document with that URL and cache it in the local FLORID database as a webdoc object with object identifier u.get.
The class webdoc with methods self, author, modif, type, hrefs and error models the basic information common to all Web documents. The notation href@(string) ⇒> url means that the multi-valued method hrefs takes a string as argument and returns a set of objects of type url. That is, if d is a webdoc, then d.hrefs@(Label) returns all URLs of documents pointed to by links labeled Label in the document d.
WebOQL
The WebOQL system [29] , developed at the University of Toronto, supports a general class of data restructuring operations in the context of the Web. The main data structure provided by WebOQL is the hypertree. Hypertrees are ordered arc-labeled trees with two types of arcs, internal and external. Internal arcs are used to represent structured objects and external arcs are used to represent references (hyperlinks) among objects. Arcs are labeled with records. This tree can be built from an HTML file, using a generic HTML wrapper. Sets of related hypertrees are collected into Webs. In WebOQL, a Web can be used to model a small set of related pages (for example, a manual), a larger set (for example, all the pages in a corporate intranet) or even the whole WWW. Both hypertrees and Webs can be manipulated using WebOQL and created as the result of a query.
ARANEUS
Atzeni, Mecca and Merialdo proposed the ARANEUS system [30] for managing and restructuring data coming from the WWW. They present a specific data model, called the ARANEUS Data Model (ADM), inspired by the structures typically present in Web sites. The model allows one to describe the scheme of a Web hypertext, in the spirit of databases. ADM is a page-oriented model, in the sense that the main construct of the model is that of a page scheme, used to describe the structure of a set of homogeneous pages in a site; the main intuition behind the model is that an HTML page can be seen as an object with an identifier, the URL and several attributes, one for each relevant piece of information in the page. The scheme of a Web site can be seen as a collection of page schemes, connected using links. The attributes in a page can be either simple, like text, images, binary data or links to other pages, or complex, that is, a list of items, possibly nested. In essence, Web pages are instances of page schemes. Consider the page at www.informatik.uni-trier.de/ ley/db/indi ces/a-tree/index.html which is the search page for author names at the Web site of the DB & LP Bibliography Server. The page returned by searching for a particular author has a similar structure in the site. The page has a monovalued attribute, the name of the author; it also has a multivalued attribute consisting of the list of works; each item in the list can in turn be described as a tuple having attributes such as the title, the authors and so on. Essentially, pages are grouped into page schemes, which recall the notion of objects of homogeneous structure. It is possible to see an instance of a page schema as a set of nested tuples, one for each page of the corresponding type. A Web site is a collection of page schemes connected by links.
STRUDEL
The Web-site management system STRUDEL [31] is being developed at AT&T, and applies familiar concepts from database management systems to the process of building Web sites. STRUDEL's graph model is similar to that of OEM [18] ; graphs contain objects, or named nodes, connected by edges labeled with attribute names. STRUDEL also provides collections, which are named sets of objects, and supports several atomic types that commonly appear in Web pages such as URLs, Postscript, text, image and HTML files.
Comparison with WHOM. In WHOM, we represent not only HTML but also XML data. We also separate the representation of documents and hyperlinks in WHOM. Furthermore, we separately model the metadata associated with Web documents and hyperlinks in a tree form. Such metadata modeling is not expressed in the above systems. The data models of W3QS, WebSQL, Florid, WebLog and ARANEUS do not support modeling of tree-structured data similar to us. Furthermore, they do not address the problem of modeling mixed tags (we model them using location attributes), tag attributes and the hierarchy of tag elements. A summary of the differences between the data model of WHOM and the above approaches is given in Table 7 .
Structured Information Manager
The Structured Information Manager (SIM) [32, 33] is a document database system designed to manage multigigabyte collections of documents containing unstructured text (ASCII), structured text (including SGML and MARC), binary objects (such as images and videos) and other kinds of data. At the heart of the SIM system is a powerful database that understands the structure and content of documents. This is coupled with a powerful search facility and a flexible and easily tailored Web interface which provides the basis for organizations to develop sophisticated business solutions where potentially very large collections of documents need to be accessed by many thousands of users. Solution development is simplified through the provision of sophisticated wizards which ease the process of content loading, customizing the search/enquiry facilities and developing the document presentation paradigm.
Devise Hypermedia
The DEVISE Hypermedia (DHM) Framework [34, 35] is an object-oriented environment for developing advanced hypermedia systems. DHM systems support cooperation on and management of links in shared materials. The DHM Framework supports the development of distributed applications for organizing information nodes in networks consisting of hypertexts of associative references, called links; nodes may be text, graphics, video, sound. Parts of nodes, e.g. sentences in a text, can be anchored as endpoints of links. Applications developed with DHM are wellsuited for management of shared materials such as technical documentation and case material. Information can be stored in the most convenient fashion and DHM offers support for navigation through the information network, by means of link following and browsing. The DHM Framework is developed as an object-oriented interpretation and extension of the Dexter Hypertext Reference Model [34, 35] , which is a popular model covering ideas and experiences from leading hypermedia research.
XML data modeling
Recently, a few XML query languages have been proposed by the database community, i.e. XML-QL [36] , Lorel [37] and YAT L [38, 39] . In this section, we discuss the data models of two of these existing XML query languages, i.e. Lorel and XML-QL.
Lorel
In Lorel's new XML-based data model [37] , an XML element is a pair eid, value where eid is a unique element identifier and value is either an atomic text string or a complex value containing the following four components:
• a string-valued tag corresponding to the XML tag for that element; • an ordered list of attribute-name/atomic-value pairs, where each attribute name is a string and each atomic value has an atomic value drawn from integer, real, string and so on or ID, IDREF or IDREFS. Once one or more XML documents are mapped into the data model, it can be visualized as a directed, labeled, ordered graph. The nodes in the graph represent the data elements and the edges represent the element-subelement relationship. Each node representing a complex data element contains a tag and an ordered list of attribute-name/attributevalue pairs; atomic data element nodes contain string values. There are two different types of edges in the graph: (1) normal subelement edges, labeled with the tag of the destination subelement; (2) crosslink edges, labeled with the attribute name that introduced the crosslink.
XML-QL
XML-QL is a query language for XML proposed by Deutsch et al. [36] . We described both unordered and ordered data models as proposed in [36] . Unordered XML-QL's data model is expressed as an unordered XML Graph which consists of a graph in which each node is represented by a unique string called the object identifier (OID) and edges are labeled with element tags. Note that the object id is the ID attribute associated with the corresponding element or is a generated OID, if no ID attribute exists. The nodes of the graph are labeled with sets of attribute/value pairs. The leaves of the graph are labeled with one string value. Note that the graph has a distinguished node called the root. This model allows several edges between the same two nodes, but with the following restriction. A node cannot have two outgoing edges with the same labels and the same values. Here value means the string value in the case of a leaf node or the OID in the case of a non-leaf node. Similar to Lorel, an IDREF attribute is represented by an edge from the referring element to the referenced element; the edge is labeled by the attribute name.
An ordered XML graph is an XML graph in which there is a total order on all nodes in the graph. For graphs constructed from XML documents a natural order for nodes is their document order. Given a total order on nodes, a local order is enforced on the outgoing edges of each node. Also in an ordered model, many edges with the same source, same edge label and same destination value are possible. Nodes are labeled by their index (parenthesized integers) in the total node order and edge labels are labeled with their local order (bracketed integers).
Finally, another important feature of the data model of XML-QL is that only leaf nodes in the XML graph may contain values and they may have only one value. As a consequence, the XML fragment <disease>Down <type> Syndrome </type></disease> cannot be represented directly as an XML graph.
In such cases, XML-QL introduces extra edges to enforce the invariant of one value per leaf.
The data above would be transformed into <disease><CDATA> Down <CDATA><disease><CDATA><type><CDATA>Synd rome </CDATA></type></disease>.
Comparison with WHOM.
In WHOM, we do not represent attributes of type IDREF or IDREFS as edges but as a simple string. Hence, the representation of a document is always a tree in WHOM. Moreover, we model the hyperlinks and the XML documents separately using NDTs and LDTs, respectively. Furthermore, we represent mixed tags using location attributes instead of introducing extra edges in XML-QL to enforce the notion of one value per leaf to represent mixed tag elements. We believe that this is a better approach as adding extra edges similar to XML-QL would also require the maintenance of DTDs of corresponding XML documents. This would incur additional cost.
Furthermore, this would also affect processing path expression-based queries on XML data. Note that the XML data model of Lorel does not address the problem of modeling mixed tags. Also, unlike XML-QL, we do not express the order of a NDT using explicit indices. Finally, we model hyperlinks and documents separately and represent metadata of XML documents explicitly in our data model.
XPath
The World Web Consortium has recommended Xpath (www.w3c.org) as a language for operating on the logical structure of an XML document. It models XML as a tree of nodes at a level higher than the DOM (document object model) but does not describe their abstract logical structure.
Note that like all models in the literature, labels of nodes in a tree or graph can be used both to represent data such as strings and to represent metadata attributes or structural attributes. While it might seem natural to represent metadata or structural attributes as edge labels and textual data as node labels, for convenience usually one of the two kinds of labels is used. For our work, node labels seem to have an advantage. It is easy to convert edge labels to node labels: create a node to represent the edge and move the label to it. Thus, our model applies to edge-labeled trees as well.
Open hypermedia system
Open hypermedia [7, 35, 34, 33] is an approach to relationship management and information organization. Relations are stored and managed separately from the information they relate. This approach allows content and relationships to evolve independently, enables links to read-only content and allows multiple sets of links to be maintained over the same set of information. Open hypermedia provides hypermedia services to all integrated applications. The underlying motivation is that eventually hypermedia services, such as link navigation, should be available from all of the applications in a user's computing environment and not arbitrarily restricted to a special hypermedia browser.
Open hypermedia systems (OHSs) provide advanced hypermedia data models to enable the modeling of complex relationships and to provide sophisticated hypermedia services, such as guided tours, anchor and link attributes, filtering, etc., over these relationships. Open hypermedia environments emphasize the separate nature of links and data, where the semantics of the data are controlled by the viewers and the semantics of the links are controlled by link services. A link is more than a user navigation issue: it is a fundamental mechanism for document construction. From a document-oriented perspective, an OHS is a system which does not have a single, fixed hypermedia document model.
An OHS is able to process an extensible set of document types (all having a different markup scheme), to recognize the (possibly complex) hyperlink structures, which are encoded into the documents, and to present the documents in an appropriate way to the user. From this perspective, the Web currently does not qualify as an OHS, because browsers cannot be easily extended with new document types: there are only very limited facilities to tell the browser how to recognize links encoded differently from HTML links or to define how new document types should be presented to the user. In contrast, open hypermedia document models focus on the facilities supporting structural, domain-dependent markup, facilities to use common link structures across different document sets and generic ways of defining how to present the encoded information, usually in the form of style sheets. From an architecture or protocol-oriented perspective, an OHS needs to be able to offer generic hypermedia services to different applications. From this perspective, the Web does not qualify as an OHS, because it requires other applications to adopt HTML as the main document format, which would require (at least) a major rewrite for most applications. In contrast, an OHS can be seen as a middleware component offering link services and/or storage facilities to a wide variety of applications, each with their own data models and document formats. OHS models focus on the design of the OHS architecture, the interfaces and (link) protocols which are defined by the various components in the OHS environment and the main component technology used (e.g. CORBA, DCOM etc).
The Distributed Link Service (DLS) implements an OHS above the infrastructure of the WWW [40] . This provides a powerful framework to aid navigation and authoring and solves some of the issues of distributed information management. WWW related work has been investigated to augment it with the functionality of the open hypermedia style link facilities such as those found in the Microcosm system [41] . Recently, in [42] , a conceptual model has been used to model HTML documents and a query language has been developed. However, it models HTML documents at a higher level, in comparison to ours.
Comparison with WHOM. In DLS [7] and the open hypermedia environment, links can be inserted over existing WWW links, whereas in WHOM we only keep original links inserted by authors of the Web pages. We made a distinction between the creators of the Web pages and readers of those Web pages by not allowing Web pages to be modified unless the owners of the Web pages change of them. This is very important in WHOM as queries are like graph queries and they depend on the original link structure. Another important distinction is that WHOM is a data model to store Web pages (together with links), to facilitate the query of those Web pages, and it is not an external link providing facility. The semantics of the data contained in the documents is generally ignored in an open hypermedia environment and is concerned only with links. In the WWW [43] , the link semantics are defined as a part of the data semantics, and understood and implemented (fairly) uniformly by each browser. There exist some similarities with WHOM such as that the links and data are considered different entities in both approaches. Our objective is to query resources based on content and original links rather than link creation. We treat the Web as a huge database rather than just as a hypertext structure and resources are located based on their content. We believe that bringing the hyperlink facility (such as in [41] ) once the results are retrieved by the query will definitely make the model richer and can provide more meaningful data to users.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We conclude this paper by summarizing the salient features of the node and link objects described above. In the preceding sections we have seen that Web documents and hyperlinks are represented as node and link objects in WHOM. These objects are the first class objects in WHOM.
The most important theme, here, clearly is the logical separation of the hyperlinks from the Web documents and the representation of metadata, structure and content of the HTML and XML data as a tree-like structure. Specifically, metadata of Web documents and hyperlinks are represented as a set of node and link metadata trees, respectively. The content and structure of Web documents and hyperlinks are represented by a node and link data tree. The correlations between nodes and their links are maintained by the metadata source and target URL and the reference identifier of the link object.
Currently, we have implemented the storage of Web documents and hyperlinks in our Web warehouse using C++. At present, we continue to work on Web data modeling to extend it so that our warehouse is able to handle executable contents of Web documents. The emergence of Java applets and the use of forms in an HTML document potentially make accessing information on the Web beyond the given HTML document more difficult. We are considering the investigation of how this new trend affects our current approach.
The work reported in this paper has been carried out in the context of the WHOWEDA project [2] at the Nanyang Technological University, Singapore. In this project, we have explored various aspects of Web warehousing. Besides the issues of Web data representation, some other issues that we are looking into include Web information access and manipulation in a Web warehouse, indexing and storage of Web data, view maintenance, change management and mining useful information in the Web warehouse context. We believe that Web warehousing is an important new application area for databases, combining commercial interest and intriguing research questions.
